Student Dress Code Policy 2017-2018
Tops
Solid White, Black, or Gray polo-style or button-down shirt/blouse. A Zucker
sponsored top may also be worn.
 Top or Blouse must have a folded and visible collar (exception: Zucker T
Shirts)
 No writing/design/large logos (Quarter Sized Chest Logos are acceptable)
 Only white undershirts
 Buttoned and Neatly tucked into pants/skirts
 No portion of the chest, midriff, or back can be exposed.
 Solid Black, White or Gray sweater, sweatshirt, or pullover/zipped fleece
(no large logos writing/designs or patterns) may be worn over his/her
uniform shirt. (Folded collar must be visible)
JZMS sweatshirt (can be purchased through the PTO)
Hoods, coats and jackets are not permitted throughout the day under any
circumstance. (ZMS jackets are only exception)

Bottoms
Female Students
Solid Black or Khaki pants, and shorts
or skirts of appropriate length and fit.

Male Students
Solid Black or Khaki pants or shorts of
appropriate length and fit.

 No spandex (or any other form fitting design/material),
joggers/sweatpants, denim (any color or style of jean material), wind pants
or leggings.
 Pants must be worn at the natural waistline (sagging and visible
undergarments are not allowed)
 Pants may not be bound at the ankles (with rubber bands, shoelaces,
straps, etc.)
 May not have writing or designs
 Shorts and skirts must be an appropriate length. When standing upright
with arms at his/her sides, a student’s fingertips should fall at the hemline
of the shorts or skirt or above, not on the skin of the leg. Shorts and skirts
shorter than this are not allowed even when wearing leggings.
Students are expected to arrive to
school in appropriate uniform.

Footwear
 Flip flops, slippers, slides, and bedroom shoes may not be worn.
 Shoes and sandals must be securely fastened to the foot.
 Any color footwear is allowed.
Accessories
 No hats, shades, bandanas (or any scarves with bandana print/design),
beanies, hair picks, or sweat bands are allowed.
 Belts are highly encouraged (any color or design/ school appropriate)
 Jewelry that is flashy, dangerous, or distracting may not be worn (no grills,
oversized costume jewelry, oversized belt buckles, etc.).
 No gang, violence, drug, sexual or alcohol related items
Backpacks/Bags
 Students are not allowed to carry book bags, or backpacks during the
school day, but may bring them to school and store them in their
assigned locker. Young ladies may carry a small pouch or handbag (no
larger than 8”x 5”).
 Students may only carry see-through (mesh or clear) bags.

